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Foreword
SYFC’s main goal is to reach out to students to provide them the opportunity to
learn how to fly. The main source of recruitment for these flight training students
is schools. As such, SYFC has been actively engaging school principals and
teachers to garner their support in giving us the opportunities to reach out to their
students to give talks on our flying programs.
In appreciation of their support, SYFC organised an inaugural Teachers’ Day
celebration for them on 26 Aug 2017. Thirty-two of the teachers from various
schools were invited to SYFC where they had a fun-filled and eventful morning.
Highlight of the day was none other than the joy rides in our DA40s for a bird’s
eye view of Singapore!
Over the last quarter, SYFC had also embarked on programs to reach out to
uniform groups. Students from the National Cadet Corps were invited to SYFC
for a tour of our facilities, while Scouts were given talks at the Singapore Scout
Association headquarter.
29 Jul 2017 was a significant day in SYFC’s calendar. On that day, forty-three
students were presented certificates in recognition of their flying achievements.
These included certificates for Basic Flying Course Phase 1 and 2, and solo
flights. Witnessing the students’ proud moment were their families and friends.
It is SYFC’s endeavour to provide our
youths the opportunities to fly. We will
continue to extend our reach to students
by enhancing our engagements with
schools and other institutions. We hope
that through such programs, more
aspiring students will come on board
SYFC to join us in the exciting aviators’
journey.
Warmest regards
COL (NS) Foo Yang Ge
General Manager
Singapore Youth Flying Club

TEACHERS’ DAY
CELEBRATION
AT SYFC
On 26 Aug 2017, SYFC paid tribute to school teachers by
organising an inaugural Teachers Day Celebration for them
at SYFC. Thirty-two of the teachers from various schools
were invited to SYFC for a fun-filled and eventful morning.

Group photo of teachers and SYFC staff members

The day started with the teachers collecting their ‘boarding
passes’ for joy rides in our DA40s. The teachers were given
a talk on SYFC’s mission and objectives, followed by a
tour of our facilities. These not only provided them better
understanding of SYFC’s setup and operation, they also
gave an insight into what our students (of whom some
are students from their schools) go through as part of their
learning journey at SYFC.
Highlight of the morning was none other than joy rides in
the DA40s. In all, a dozen flights took off to give all the
teachers a bird’s eye view of Singapore! This was followed
by a scrumptious lunch reception where teachers, pilots,
students and SYFC staff tucked in and mingled into the
early afternoon.

Tucking in to a sumptious lunch after the joy ride

Feedback from the teachers on the event were very positive:
• Many initially did not know about SYFC existence, which
they now do
• While some might have heard of SYFC, they now have
better understanding of what SYFC does and what the
students go through in their learning journey
• More importantly, the event knitted the relationship
between SYFC and schools, and enhanced the SYFCand-schools partnership in providing programs for
students aspiring to fly
In view of the positive feedback for the event, SYFC will
mark this as an annual event in our calendar. Though SYFC
has limited resources in hosting too many teachers each
year, we hope that through similar events to come, all
teachers will eventually have an opportunity to be with us to
celebrate their contribution and achievement!

Pilot Sam Lee ‘debriefing’ his joy riders over lunch

Mr Cheong CK
and Mr Teo YW
from Singapore
Polytechnic
with Mr Mahdi
Wong (pilot)
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SOLO
& FHT
FLIGHTS

Clement
Lim

~

The flight was quite a breeze. Though
it was a short one-circuit solo that
had barely taken fifteen minutes, I
felt exhilarated that I had piloted a
plane, all by myself.
For what I have achieved in my
first solo, I am most thankful to my
primary flying instructor, Ms Tan SL,
and other instructors (Mr Ian Hong
MH, Mr Dewitt, Mr Liew KP and
Mr Seah SL) who had guided me
through this course.

~

Chester Koh
225 BFC – 1st solo

On the very last circuit of my
solo check, the winds subsided
suddenly and the winds were calm.
My instructor proceeded to taxi the
aircraft to the alpha parking bay
where he was supposed to alight
and proceed to the control tower
to assist me on my first solo. The
very moment he stepped out of the
aircraft, sudden realisation struck
me: I had to do everything by myself
from and there can be no room
for mistakes. After starting up my
engine, I had to take a few deep
breathes before my mind was calm
and could proceed with my aircraft
checks.
After taking off from Seletar Airport,
euphoria gushed through my veins.
At that very moment, I was the pilot
of the plane. After landing back
in Seletar and taxying back to the
SYFC shelter, I was overwhelmed
with a sense of accomplishment. My
efforts through the past five months
have finally paid off.

~

Clement Lim
224 BFC – 1st solo

On the day of my first solo flight, I felt
pretty nervous. After doing several
circuits with my BFC instructor Mr
Siva, he decided that I was ready for
solo and we came in for a landing.
After I dropped him off at parking
bay A55, I taxied for Whiskey 1
holding point and thereafter lined up
for Runway 21. I soon realised that I
was actually alone in the aircraft and
that thought made me beam with joy.
This first solo flight has motivated
me more to work even harder in
achieving the Private Pilot’s License.

~

Bhavesh Mahtani
224 BFC – 1st solo

Cheong
KH Bing

~

~
In the midst of excitement, my
instructor Ms Tan SL and I soon took
to the sky. I did four circuits that
proved my worth to Ms Tan that I was
ready to fly solo. After dropping her
off at the control tower and all alone
in the aircraft, I was overwhelmed by
the disbelief that I would be piloting
an aircraft on my own. The moment
the canopy was closed, my focus
on the flight took me away from any
other thoughts.

~

Chester
Koh

My first solo took place on the 13
Sep 2017. That was when I flew by
myself for the very first time of my
life. At the start of the sortie, which
was the solo check, I was rather
calm and composed knowing that
I had adequate practice on my
Normal Circuits. What made me
slightly nervous was the fact that
during my solo check, the winds
were strong and the crosswind limit
had been exceeded. Moreover, low
lying grey clouds were brewing in. I
was concerned that I could not fly
my first solo on that day and had to
postpone it to another day for the
second time.

Bhavesh
Mahtani

Completing my Final Handling Test
was a huge relief for me as I could
now focus all my attention to study
in school. It was a relief but also a
rather sad moment as I knew I would
not be able to be at the controls of a
plane as often as I would be able to
at SYFC until I joined the Republic
of Singapore Air Force. If I must say
one thing about SYFC, it would be
one word – Worth!

~

Cheong KH Bing
222-2 BFC - FHT
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Darwin
LEE

~
~

I was planned for my FHT on the
13 Jun 2017. My one year of flight
training will see its fruits on that one
day and describing my emotions as
‘nervous’ was an understatement.
I had my common test the week
before and that left me with a
shorter time to prepare. My METAR
and NOTAMS were only prepared
the day before. I got a partial pass
for my FHT and had to redo certain
sections of the test later on in the
week.

When I touched down, I felt a
sense of accomplishment as it is
not something that many could do
or achieve. The first solo flight has
certainly built up my confidence to
eventually be a fighter pilot in the
Republic of Singapore Air Force.

Jerome Gay
218-1 BFC – FHT

joseph
see

~

~

Joseph See
ACSI 3-16 – FHT

ivan isaac
han

~

Darwin Lee
226 BFC – 1st solo

When I passed, I felt so elated and
grateful. Without my instructors,
Raman and Lye MT, I would not
have completed this course. The
constant scolding and nagging
from them were apparently good
for me. Mr Raman always told me,
“The bitter medicine is good for
you.” I truly understood that when
I passed.
I also have to thank CFI Mr Toh
BH as he had also given me a lot
of guidance throughout my flying.
Thank you instructors and SYFC for
everything!

~

~

jerome
gay

The first solo flight was a memorable
experience as I felt independent and
capable of piloting the aircraft all by
myself. Before took off, I was feeling
very nervous as I was not sure if I
was competent enough to fly the
plane all by myself. During the flight
itself, I managed to stay focus to
ensure that I am doing the steps
correctly and ensuring my safety
and others in the air.

hardship I have encountered along
my journey had paid off was, in
retrospect, highly fulfilling.
I would like to express my sincere
appreciation to each and every staff
at SYFC for letting me realize my
childhood flight of fancy, especially
my instructors Mr Mahdi, Mr Ong
KH and Mr Sim CK for their tireless
guidance and direction. I am also
privileged to have met extraordinary
friends who have no qualms
going the extra mile to help me
despite seemingly insurmountable
difficulties.
My time as a student pilot may have
ended, but I look forward to more
opportunities to give back to the
SYFC fraternity, as well as a future
in aviation.

Looking back, my PPL journey
has truly been nothing short of
incredible, and I have no regrets. My
nine months at SYFC (and counting)
have certainly been more than simply
a flying course. Rather, it has been
a journey of self-discovery where I
have learnt more about my strengths
and weaknesses.
Passing my FHT was definitely an
incredibly rewarding yet bittersweet
experience. Realising that every

Before the flight, I felt a mix of
nervousness and excitement. Flying
a plane all by myself seemed like
such a big responsibility, especially
since I was only seventeen. However,
my instructor, Mr Lee SL, filled me
with confidence when he told me to
drop him off and proceed for my solo
flight.

The feeling was indescribable
when he got out of the aircraft and
I proceeded to start the engine.
Surprisingly, I felt my anxiety fade
away and instead, replaced with
confidence and eagerness to fly.
I felt in awe when I was cleared for
take-off. I was about to pilot a plane
all by myself! Once up in the air, I felt
calm and confident knowing that my
previous training had prepared me
well to fly solo. My first solo flight
was definitely one of my greatest
accomplishments I have had, and
the feeling of flying solo is definitely
one to remember!

~

Ivan Isaac Han Weiguaug
224 BFC – 1st solo
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Gordon ONG
224 BFC
1st solo

Clarence FAN
225 BFC
1st solo

JEREMY hang
221-1 BFC
FHT

A. Mani
223-2 BFC
1st solo

Faris Chong
225 BFC
1st solo

Ng Jun Jie
224 BFC
1st solo

Ong Xue Quan
224 BFC
1st solo

Tan Tat Tze
223-1 BFC
1st solo

Chan Tzao Kai
227 BFC
1st solo

One for the album!

SYFC and
Catholic
High School
Signed Letter
Of Intent To
Collaborate
On Promotion
Of Aviation
Interest

Above: SYFC’s GM
COL (NS) Foo Yang
Ge and Catholic
High School
Principal, Ms Soh
Lai Leng Magdalen
signing the LOI
Left: A great
partnership forged
to promote aviation
interest

The Singapore Youth Flying Club and Catholic High School
recognise the opportunity for collaboration and establishing
a partnership to promote science and technology for the
purposes of creating awareness, developing interest and
inculcating a strong passion amongst students in aviation
and flight science.
On 23 Aug 2017, both parties signed a Letter of Intent that
sets out some strategic and educational collaborations.
These include:
• SYFC sponsorship of a ‘SYFC Physics Prize’.
• Arrangement for students to attend the basic glider
building workshop conducted by SYFC.
• Encouragement of students to participate in SYFC’s Basic
Flying Course.
• Arrangement for SYFC staff members to give talks at the
annual CHS Career Fair and/or ad-hoc Career Talks.
We hope that through this formalised collaboration, aviation
interest can be inculcated in more CHS’s students.
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NEW
COURSES

TP12-17 &
RP5-17 BFC

227 BFC
8

228 BFC

229 BFC

RI4-17 BFC
9

Visit to RSAF 149 SquadroN
8 Sep 2017

The once in a lifetime visit to the RSAF 149 Squadron
was extremely fruitful. We were able to appreciate life
in the Air Force and to better understand the journey
to become a pilot in the Air Force. This trip has
certainly given us better insights into the Air Force
and how it operates.
We were also able to view the F-15SG up close with
the friendly pilots explaining the workings of the jet
and various components that enhance its capability.
All in all, not only have the visit widen our horizon
beyond SYFC, it also served to reaffirm our aspiration
to join the Air Force and to defend Singapore.
Lim Jing Long - 223-2 BFC

Up close with the F`15SG

This was the first time I had been to an airbase, not
to mention a fighter squadron. It was a memorable
experience as it was the first time I had seen the
F-15SG up close. This visit was enriching as the
Pilots and Weapon System Officers showed and
taught us the parts of the aircraft. The interaction
time with them allowed all of us to learn more about
the journey of becoming a pilot. All these felt very
surreal as the fighter squadron visit was a once in
a lifetime experience. I am thankful to be given this
opportunity for the visit.
Lim Li Lei – 224 BFC

One for the album!
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Trying out the flight gear worn by the F15SG pilots

Navigation trip
to MalaccA
16 AUG 2017

On 16 Aug 2017, we embarked on an exciting navigation
trip to Malacca. We were accompanied by the Club’s GM
COL (NS) Foo YG, Flying Instructors Mr Lye MT and Mr
Dewitt, and CCA Manager Mr David Su.
The trip began with pre-flight preparations at 8am, which
included weather briefs and NOTAMs. We then proceeded
to complete the immigration procedures and boarded the
aircrafts. After everything was done, we started up the
aircraft and began our departure to Malacca.

Arriving at Malacca Airport

Flying out of Singapore’s airspace for the first time was
definitely a thrilling experience for us as we had the
opportunity to sightsee and experience navigational and
formation flying.
Once we landed at Malacca, our instructors brought us to
an Indian banana leaf restaurant, where we all indulged in
a scrumptious meal. It was fantastic and we all enjoyed it!
After lunch, we went to the city and the nearby shopping
mall to do some shopping and sightseeing. We all made
use of the time we had to buy some souvenirs and local
delicacies before departing.

A spicy lunch to spice up the day!

The navigational trip was a great exposure to us in our flying.
More importantly, it gave us the opportunity to interact with
our instructors who warmly shared a few stories in their
careers as professional pilots.
We greatly enjoyed the trip and we would like to extend
our appreciation towards SYFC’s management for this
enriching and unforgettable experience.
Erwin Idris Lim Sheng and Iskandar

Sightseeing at Malacca
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SYFC
Inter-School
Aeromodelling
Competition
3 NOV 2017

This year’s competition was a successful event with a total of 855
students from 13 schools taking part. The students battled it out
for four event titles namely Flight Simulation, Launch Glider, Radio
Control Pylon Racing and Electric Control Line Racing.
After a month of intense competition, the results were finalised and
the Prize Presentation Ceremony was held at SYFC on 16 Sep
2017. 350 students from various schools attended the event with
their teachers. Trophies were presented by COL (NS) Foo Yang Ge,
General Manager of SYFC.
The guests were thrilled by the radio controlled drone racing
demonstration flown by the SYFC Open Unit students. This is one
of the new activities that SYFC will be adding into the future CCA
curriculum.
The SYFC Inter-School Aeromodelling overall champion was none
other than Evergreen Secondary School (EGSS)! This is the fourth
consecutive year EGSS has won the challenge trophy - a good
show of effort, dedication and commitment by the students and
teachers. The SYFC challenge trophy was graciously presented to
Ms Ching by COL (NS) Foo.
Edgefield Secondary and Hwa Chong Institute clinched first &
second runner up positions respectively.
We would like to thank Airplane models @ SG for sponsoring aircraft
models for the winning competitors.
Congratulations to all the prize winners and we hope to see you
next year!
Kevin Su – SYFC Aeromodelling Instructor
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SYFC Chief Aeromodelling Instructor Tony Chang at the Scout’s booth

CAAS Aviation
Open House
2017
SYFC participated in the fifth CAAS Aviation Open House
(AOH) from 24 to 26 Aug 2017 at the Suntec City Convention
and Exhibition Centre. That was SYFC’s first participation
in the event which is held once every two years.

Students taking a ‘flight’ at SYFC’s booth

The AOH brings together the aviation community to
showcase the industry and promote aviation career and
education to students and adult job seekers.

At the event, SYFC’s CCA activities as well as flight training
programs were featured. Members of the public as well as
students from various schools and levels were given an
insight into these SYFC activities.
Overall, the event has been a good platform for SYFC to
create public awareness of the SYFC setup, mission and
objectives.

As some educational institutions (such as Polytechnics)
and uniform groups (such as Scouts) also participated in
the event, this has also allowed SYFC to better interact
with these organisations to forge better relationship and
to form partnership with them to extend our flight training
programs to their students.

SYFC and RSAF members at the event – One for the album!

SYFC Alumni Ariel Marc Yeo sharing with student visitors

SYFC’s GM and EO addressing visitor’s queries
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PEARCE
TRIP

Visit to the Aviation
Heritage Museum

On 18 Jun 2017, at approximately 0740hrs, our flight SQ213 out bound for Perth took off.
We arrived in Perth at around 1250hrs. Upon arrival, Flight Instructors Raman and Lionel rented two twelve-seater
vans that we would be traveling in for the trip. Most of Day One was spent on making visitor passes, after which we
headed to the Mess within the Pearce Airbase for dinner.
On the next day after breakfast, we were brought around to the training facilities within the compound. We even tried
out the PC21 FTD (Flight Training Device). It had advanced technologies and felt really realistic. As the device allowed
us to change our location, guess where we decided to fly around? Singapore of course. Thereafter, we attended a
brief by the CO and learnt more about the career path as a RSAF pilot trainee. There were joyrides conducted for a
few lucky guys within our group. Unfortunately, I was not chosen. The fact that I was not chosen did not make me
feel sad. Instead, I felt even more eager to sign on as a RSAF pilot trainee and get my hands on the aircraft myself.
For the next two days, the personnel in the airbase had many activities in stored for us such as egressing exercise
and one which I really enjoyed – the simulator. The simulator was situated in a huge high-tech room. Comparing
to the simulator in SYFC, this PC21 simulator was more advanced. The cockpit moves accordingly to the actions
of the pilot. This definitely gave me a greater understanding the challenges of flying the aircraft but I was up for the
challenge. Through the interaction time we had with some of the RSAF trainees and instructors, all of us also had a
better understanding of how life is like as a RSAF pilot trainee.
During the following two days, both instructors brought us out of the airbase for a city tour. We stopped over as the
Caversham Wildlife Park and we had Fish n Chips for lunch. Lunch was wonderful that day. We also visited the RAAF
museum where we learned the histories of the RAAF. We went back to the airbase on Day Six to attend a welcome
party conducted by the new 173 Squadron. This welcome party showed us a different side of the training routine.
Learning to fly is not easy and there are a lot of stress tied to it but these guys are not always about training, they have
fun as well. Lots of fun. Everyone gave us the vibe as though every single person in the room was a real family. You
could feel the thrill and brotherhood among the trainees.
Amidst all the fun, I approached an instructor and asked, “Sir, what did you do that led you to who you are today?
How did you achieve it? “. He replied, “Change any ‘what’ into ‘why’. If you understand why it is there, you don’t have
to memorize it by hard”. What he said etched into my head and I am determined to use this method to get me to who
he is, or even better.
This seven days trip to Pearce Airbase was a memorable and meaningful one. I would like to give thanks to SYFC for
this golden opportunity. I will be back, Pearce airbase.
Tang JX
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Upon arrival in Perth, Australia, we settled our necessities and headed for Pearce airbase which was about an hour
plus from the airport. When we arrived, we checked in to our accommodations and settled down for our first night in
the airbase.
On the second day, we were escorted to the 130 Squadron, where we had the opportunity to join the Squadron for
their operation briefing where they discussed about the day’s activities. After which, we were given a tour around the
130 Squadron (for trainees) and the Standard Squadron (for Instructors). Those who were given the opportunity to fly
on the PC-21 went to try out their G-suits while the rest of us stayed and talked to the trainees where we learnt a lot of
tips and requirements to be an Air Force pilot. At the end of the day, we were once again called into the main briefing
room for their end of day briefing. During this briefing, one of the cadets was asked to share about his mistake in his
flight, but unfortunately was not prepared enough and was reprimanded by an instructor. From this, it emphasised the
fact that as pilots, we should always take initiative and to read up before our flights, and in doubt, we should always
seek help.
We were also given access to their state-of-the-art gym
as well as facilities for other sports such as basketball,
football and tennis. After working out, we had a
bonding session with the seniors, where we learnt a
lot more from them. After the bonding session, we
were all tired and headed back to our bunk.
Our third day was pretty much an average day where
we spent interacting with the cadets and those
who had the opportunity to fly in the PC-21. They
shared their experiences with us, which were very
interesting. After which, we were taught how to strap
into the PC-21. This was a new experience for us as
it was different from how we strap in for our DA40, in
the sense that it was much more complicated.
On the fourth day, after the morning ops brief, we
were given the privilege to have a feel of the flight simulator. The
flight simulator is like the one at SYFC, but of a bigger scale, with more controls, and the seat would
simulate the G-force that is supposed to act on us when we tried the high-G manoeuvers. Coincidentally, when we
finished our session at the simulator, the fire alarm sounded, and we were evacuated to the airfield as part of the fire
drill. From this, we got to watch how they carry out fire drills. After which, we had a talk session with the students and
instructors of the PC-21, each from a different aircraft type (fighter, transport and helicopters). It was a very meaningful
and informative talk, as we got to ask the burning questions in our mind that would affect our decisions in joining the
Air Force.
For our fifth day, we were given the luxury to be out from camp and to enjoy ourselves for the day. We went to
Caversham Wildlife Park, which was a hybrid between a zoo and a wildlife reserve. It was indeed an eye opener as it
is not every day that we get to enjoy the cool weather and the nature. We were even allowed to touch and feed the
kangaroos. What’s more is that we get to see rare animals such as the koalas and the wombat which we cannot find
in Singapore. I believe it was an experience that is new to all of us, as it is our first time seeing these animals.
After our visit, we went to Fremantle prison, which was a prison turned museum. We went for two tours where we
learnt a lot about the history of the prison. We learnt about some of the great escapes made by the prisoners and how
life was like for the prisoners. We were also surprised by the fact that many of them could draw, as their cells were
filled with amazing painting by the inmates.
For the sixth day, we once again headed out to explore the wonders of Perth. We headed down to Aviation Heritage
Museum, where we had a guided tour and learnt many interesting facts and history about different planes, from the
world wars till now. After the tour at the museum, we went to King’s Park. The view from there was spectacular, and
I would dare say that no park in Singapore can compare with what King’s Park have to offer – it is huge, with many
unique sculptures and infrastructures. After a long day out, we headed back to base where we were honoured to be
able to join the initiation of the newest batch of trainees and witnessed them receiving their course badges. This was
indeed a good way to end our last night in Pearce air base, as we all enjoyed ourselves.
The next morning, we packed our stuff and bid goodbye to our guides for the trip. We stopped at a few stops to get
some souvenirs, and off we went to the airport for our flight back to Singapore. This was indeed a once in a life time
experience for me, and I would strongly encourage others to take the opportunity to go on this trip and to make the
best out of it like I did.
Charles Chong Jin Jia
Continued on next page
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On 18 to 24 Jun 2017, we visited the Republic of
Singapore Air Force Flying Training Institute (130
Squadron) at Pearce Airbase. The twenty of us were
accompanied by our Flight Instructors, Mr Lye MT
and Mr Raman.
130 Squadron is where pilot trainees of the RSAF go
through their Basic Wings Course (BWC) which lasts
for ten months. Based on their performance, trainees
will be streamed to Fighter, Transport or Helicopters
for their Advanced Wings Course (AWC).
During the week there, we were exposed to the
daily routine of a pilot trainee in the RSAF. We were
given a tour around the squadron where we sat in
for briefings, visited the PC-21 simulators and Flight
Training Devices (FTDs) where the trainees use to
prepare for their flights. We also had a sharing session
with the Squadron Commanding Officer, MAJ Kevin
Lim, who was previously one of the Black Knights
aerobatics demonstration team. It was an awesome
time listening to him as we learned a lot from his past
experience as an operationally ready F16 Pilot to being
a Black Knight. We also had the opportunity to talk to
the trainees and hear about their first-hand experience
in 130 Squadron. I was one of the lucky few to have
a joyride in the PC-21 and it was simply the best flight
in my life. During our joyride, the instructors showed
us the many capabilities of the PC-21. From doing
advanced aerobatics such as Cuban 8, 4-point roll,
vertical roll, etc., to formation flying. It was definitely
an unforgettable experience for all of us.
We were also lucky to witness the initiation of 173
BWC who recently joined the squadron. The initiation
was celebrated by the whole squadron as they
commence their training here at Pearce. During the
initiation, we witnessed how instructors and senior
trainees welcome the new course and it was a very
memorable night for both the new course and for us.
To end off the trip, we got to tour around Perth City.
We visited the Perth Aviation Museum, Caversham
Wildlife Park, and Fremantle market. It was an eyeopening and insightful trip for all of us and we are
grateful to have been given this opportunity to have
an idea of what lies ahead of us in the Air Force.
Tan JW

One for the album!
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Leisure @ Cave
rsham Wildlife
Park

The trip to the Australia Pearce Air Force Base has
been an eye-opening experience for me. Before this
journey, I was rather sceptical about joining the air
force – I had no idea what life would be like if I were
to sign on and I did not know whether military life
would suit me. However, the experiences I have
gained talking with the pilot trainees and instructors
on this trip has allowed me to better understand the
requirements and effort required to join the RSAF,
and more importantly, what life would be like if I did.
Although I have yet to experience first-hand what
military life would be like and would not make haste
on a decision as of yet, I think that this trip has made
it clear to me that joining the RSAF, while requiring
a lot of effort, would be fulfilling and meaningful. I
think the trip has, in this regard, succeeded in its
main objective, and I will definitely consider joining
the RSAF. I thank SYFC for giving me such a rare
opportunity and also our instructors as well as
acquaintances I have made, for making this trip
both meaningful and enjoyable.
Har Jing Daryl

SYFC students being briefed on flight training operations

